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Hi. My name is Erika Rhett and I work as a Senior Planner for Pierce County Planning and Public
Works. I have worked as a planner in the Puget Sound region for almost 20 years and I’m really
excited to talk with you today about the value that Planners add to our communities.
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Planner’s Elevator Speech
Current Planners

Long Range Planners

Planners help communities establish
the plans, policies, and regulations
to meet their goals.

People ask me all the time – what does a professional planner do? Professional planners help communities
establish plans, policies, and regulations to meet their goals.
Everyone wants to live in a community that is healthy and safe. They want good opportunities to live, work,
play, and learn. Plans connect community values and goals to policies and action.
There are two basic kinds of planners: long-range and current planners. Long-range planners work to develop
plans and implementation tools. Current planners work with those plans and implementation tools at the
project level to make sure individual projects comply with regulations and are in line with community goals.
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Supporting Good
Decision-Making

• Research and Data Analysis
• Engage to develop and refine ideas
• Prepare materials and reports
• Monitor results and refine

Everything that planners do is aimed at supporting good decision-making. The planning process involves four
broad steps:
1) performing research and data analysis : we look at demographics, scientific studies, best practices, GIS data
and more so we come into the process with the best information. GIS has been an invaluable tool for
planners because it makes it easier to analyze data and perform spatial analysis. We have technology at our
fingertips that makes our jobs so much easier.
2) Working with the community to develop and refine ideas- Engagement - reach out to county residents,
businesses, and other stakeholders to create a vision for the County and develop and test ideas that go into
the Comprehensive Plan or any implementing tools or actions. This can be meetings, workshops, special
committees, interviews, open houses, online open houses, and more. The online options have been very
successful during the pandemic at reaching some people who might not participate in a traditional planning
meeting and will continue to be a part of our engagement efforts.
3) Preparing materials so our elected officials can make informed decisions such as Environmental Impact
Statements – where we consider the possible impacts of a proposal- or staff reports that summarize the work
and input gathered to date.
4) Monitoring results and making refinements to better achieve our goals. The County’s Buildable Lands
Report is a great example of this- where we evaluate the performance of our land use plan based on permit
records to see if we are achieving our goals.
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Growth Management Principles
• Concentrate growth and prevent
sprawl
• Protect natural resources, open space,
and the environment
• Provide infrastructure and services
with growth
• Coordinate land use, transportation,
housing, jobs
• Get public input into decision-making

In 1990 the state legislature adopted the Growth Management Act. Washington had seen tremendous
growth in the 1980s. In many ways, Pierce County was the poster-child for why we needed GMA.
Development was pushing further and further out in search of cheap land. It became clear that some of our
state's most valuable assets - our farms, forestlands, and natural areas were at risk. Providing water,
transportation, and emergency services to sprawling development was very costly. The Growth Management
Act introduced a framework to help fix that – and it requires communities to make a 20-year plan for growth
based on the principles shown.
Cynthia gave a great introduction to GMA so I won’t spend a lot of time here. One important thig to
understand is that GMA changed some of the ways that planners went about their business. Before GMA
planners didn’t know each other and didn’t have much scope to look beyond their own jurisdictions. Our
scope expanded to include planning at the countywide, regional, and state level- as shown on the triangle
diagram above. Coordination is such a vital part of GMA that it helped planners broaden their view and work
on issues collectively.
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Puget Sound Regional Council
Planning for our region’s future
• Sustainability

• Regional
Transportation
• Affordable Housing
• Opportunity for All

Images: PSRC

This is where the PSRC comes in. Coordinating as a region makes a lot of sense because most of our big
planning challenges cannot be solved by a single entity. Think of topics like homelessness, gridlocked traffic,
or sustainability. Pierce County can strive to have the cleanest air and water in the nation, but if our
neighbors are not doing their part, we won't be able to realize our goal. That's where Vision 2050 and the
multi-county planning policies fit in.
The Puget Sound Regional Council is an association of governments in King, Pierce, Snohomish, and Kitsap
counties. Elected officials from local governments participate in drafting regional plans and policies and vote
on the final products. Planners support the PSRC by participating policy and technical groups that inform the
decision making by our region’s elected officials.
Vision 2050 identifies a regional growth strategy that prioritizes new growth in designated growth centers
and areas served by transit. It envisions a sustainable future with good jobs, transportation, housing, and
opportunity for all the people in the region. The multi-county planning policies establish direction for how
these goals should be implemented.
PSRC is also the region's designated Metropolitan Planning Organization- that means that they distribute
most of federal transportation funding in the region. Communities that adopt plans inconsistent with Vision
2050 are ineligible to receive this funding. It used to be that PSRC only certified the Transportation Element
of local Comp Plans – but the planning framework for transportation and land use is so integrated that the
certification looks beyond just transportation.
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Pierce County
Regional Council
Coordinating Planning
in Pierce County

At the County level- we use the PCRC to begin localizing the direction provided by GMA and Vision 2050.
The PCRC brings together elected officials from throughout the County- all 23 cities and towns, the county,
and the Port. The Growth Management Coordinating Committee is the planning staff that supports those
decision makers.
The PCRC develops Countywide Planning Policies to guide the development of local Comprehensive Plans in
accordance with regional planning efforts. Right now, the PCRC is working on updating the CWPPs for
consistency with Vision 2050 which was adopted last fall.
The PCRC has many other roles too:
• Pierce County receives a growth estimate from the state- the PCRC splits that estimate amongst the
jurisdictions in the County so communities know how much housing and employment they need to plan
for in their Comprehensive Plans.
• When the County is considering a change to a city or town’s Urban Growth Area, which is the
unincorporated area designated for future growth around the City, the PCRC holds a hearing and submits
an advisory recommendation to the Pierce County Council.
• It also prioritizes county transportation projects to make best use of funding – this is done by the
Transportation Coordinating Committee.
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Local Planning and the
Comprehensive Plan
Council

Research

Engagement
Includes LUACs

Planning
Commission

The Comprehensive Plan is where Pierce County (or any other local jurisdiction) identifies how it will apply all
of the polices and plans already discussed. It does this through its land use designations, capital facilities and
utilities plans, County programs, and other implementation efforts. In Pierce County we also adopt
Community Plans as part of our Comprehensive Plan. Community plans are an opportunity to recognize the
uniqueness and special features of some of Pierce County’s unincorporated communities. For example, Key
Peninsula, Fredrickson, or the Alderton-McMillen areas are quite different in character and function.
Community plans allow us to avoid one-size-fits all planning. Pierce County has Land Use Advisory
Commissions (or LUACs) that help to develop and implement community plans. Cities also do this type of subarea planning, but on a smaller scale.
Planning processes follow the same pattern:
Research – Engagement- I mentioned these previously- these are foundational phases where we gain
valuable knowledge and input. The planning process can take as little as 6 months for simpler issues to 2
years or more for more involved issues. More involved issues require more analysis, more engagement, more
rounds of review. We want to take the time to do it right- so depending on the issue these steps may take
more or less time.
Engagement doesn’t end at the second phase- people continue to provide input as the planning process
moves through the Planning Commission and Council phases.
Planning Commission - appointed by the Council to advised them on issues related to land use and the
Comprehensive Plan. They receive recommendations from the LUAC’s on community plans as well. Their job
is to listen to the public and to balance all the needs of the community in forming their recommendation.
Members represent the county geographically to get a range of possible perspectives.
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Council - our legislative branch. They review and enact all of the County's official policies and plans, including
the Comprehensive Plan. Plans and regulations come up from the Planning Commission in the form of an
ordinance. Typically planning issues are reviewed by the Community Development Committee of the Council,
which holds another public hearing and has more opportunity for in depth discussion of the issues.
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Getting Engaged

Most of the major plans of the County are updated on a 6-10 year cycle. These periods are established by
state rules to ensure that our plans stay up to date with changes in state laws, shifts in demographics,
patterns or growth, the latest understanding of science, and best practices.
The Pierce County Comprehensive Plan is coming up for a periodic review that is due in 2024. To make sure
we have plenty of time for research, engagement, and decision-making, we will be starting work on that next
year.
In between major updates, Pierce County opens its Comprehensive Plan for amendments every other year.
Residents and property owners can submit proposed changes to the text or maps of the Plan in odd
numbered years. We are accepting such requests now until July 1 st.
Getting engaged in planning is easy- visit the website to join an interested parties list for the Planning
Commission or the LUACs. You can watch and participate in these meetings as well.
Look for opportunities to participate in workshops, town hall meetings, open-houses, and more during
planning efforts – like the Comprehensive Plan update. These will have their own Interested Parties list to join
– to keep you informed of all the opportunities to participate. There will definitely be online opportunities
and hopefully local health orders will accommodate some in-person meetings too. Throughout the process
there are opportunities to send written comments. Public hearings also provide a chance for written or verbal
comments.
One of the best things you can do is to talk to friends and neighbors and get them to participate. Plans are
better when we hear more voices – particularly from people who we might not hear from otherwise. We
want to know what people care about and what they are talking about in their communities.
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What are people talking about?
Tribal
Rights

Equity

Density

Traffic
Climate
Change
Growth

JBLM
Affordability

Health
Agriculture

Transportation

Whenever people are talking about what they want (or don’t want) in their community – they are talking
about planning.
A lot of the topics above align with some of the big goals we have for the community like:
Managing growth
Sustainability
Quality of Life
Land Use Compatibility
Opportunities for All
Balancing and prioritizing these topics is the job of our elected officials. They want and need the input of their
constituents. By following the planning process, you can learn more about the topics that are important to
you, hear other perspectives, and provide the informed input that is needed to support local decisionmaking.
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Questions?
Erika Rhett
Erika.Rhett@PierceCountyWa.gov
253.798.7596
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